OBJECTIVE Most US medical schools conduct comprehensive clinical skills assessments during Years 3 and 4. This study explores strategies used to identify and remediate students who perform poorly on these assessments.

METHODS In the academic year 2005–06, we conducted 33 semi-structured interviews with individuals responsible for standard setting in and remediation after their schools’ comprehensive clinical skills assessments. We coded interviews to identify major themes.

RESULTS Prior to remediation, some schools employed a ‘verification’ step to ensure the accuracy of the failing score or need for remediation. Participants described a remediation process that included some or all of 3 steps. Firstly, students’ specific learning deficits were diagnosed. Next, students participated in remedial activities such as performance review sessions or practice with standardised or actual patients. Lastly, students were re-tested, usually with a shorter, more formative examination. All participants reported using a diagnostic step, most offered or required remedial activities and many re-tested, although schools varied in the emphasis placed on each step. Many participants cited the individualised attention students received from remediation faculty staff as a strength of their approach, although they raised concerns about the substantial time demands placed on remediation faculty. Most respondents reported some dissatisfaction with their school’s remediation process, particularly uncertainty about efficacy or rigour.

CONCLUSIONS Schools vary in the intensity and scope of remediation offered to students who perform poorly on clinical skills assessments. Although many schools invest significant resources in remediation, the effect of these efforts on students’ subsequent clinical performance is unknown.
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INTRODUCTION

To prepare students for residency training and clinical practice, medical schools need to identify and remediate students who have not achieved clinical skills competency. Unfortunately, multiple studies have shown that faculty staff rarely observe students’ clinical skills during clerkships or provide feedback based on observed patient encounters. Moreover, supervising clinicians are often reluctant to fail a trainee or even document poor performance in written evaluations, despite feeling able to identify skill deficits. This reluctance is driven by lack of remediation options, insufficient documentation of deficiencies to support a failing grade, and fear of trainee appeal. Hence, students may complete their clinical rotations without mastering defined competencies and poor performers may never receive adequate feedback on skills that need improvement.

Most medical schools in the USA now administer an interdisciplinary comprehensive assessment using standardised patients (SPs) presenting common, usually ambulatory, medical problems at the end of core clerkships. This examination provides an opportunity to identify and remediate students with skill deficits before they graduate from medical school. Passing an in-house comprehensive assessment is increasingly used as a criterion for graduation or promotion, and performance on such examina-
Overview

What is already known on this subject

In the final year of medical school, standardised patient comprehensive assessments identify a small number of students who have not achieved clinical skills competency.

What this study adds

Medical school faculty charged with directing clinical skills remediation after their schools’ comprehensive assessments described a 3-step remediation process that incorporates diagnosis of learner deficits, remedial activities such as clinical preceptorships or practice with standardised patients, and retesting. Remediation consumes substantial time and resources. Outcomes of remediation are unclear, which reflects a lack of both rigorous retesting and longterm follow-up.

Suggestions for further research

Research into the effectiveness of different remediation strategies might guide faculty in optimising remediation programmes for medical students.

This study explores the strategies educators use to remediate students after a comprehensive clinical skills examination. We sought to understand the consequences of failing the examination and how educators determine whether students’ skills have improved to an acceptable level after remediation. We describe participant perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of their remediation efforts, and propose a framework for remediation based on the strategies study participants described.

METHODS

Curriculum deans at 62 US medical schools with comprehensive clinical skills assessments provided us with the names of individuals responsible for standard setting on and remediation after their schools’ examinations. The addition of an SP component to the US Medical Licensing Examination further motivates medical educators to ensure that trainees master core clinical skills.

Between August 2005 and July 2006, 1 investigator (KMK) conducted semi-structured telephone interviews lasting 30–60 minutes with enrolled subjects. The interview instrument developed by the investigators included open-ended questions about strategies used to identify students needing remediation, selection of remediation faculty, remediation activities, retest requirements, academic consequences of failing the examination, and strengths and weaknesses of the remediation process (see Appendix).

Interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. Three investigators (KEH, KMK, AT) coded transcripts using open and axial coding methods. Coding was performed over the year, as transcripts became available. We used ATLAS.ti Version 5.0 software (Scientific Software Development GmbH, Berlin, Germany) to organise and retrieve coded data. Information describing the structure of each school’s remediation programme (range of remedial activities, presence of re-test, etc.) was summarised in tables. All 5 investigators reviewed the coded data to identify themes and analysed the summary tables to identify common approaches to remediation. The large and representative sample, use of multiple researchers and careful review of transcripts all contribute to the study’s validity.

We use frequencies when reporting the structure of participating schools’ remediation programmes (e.g. number of respondents identifying preceptorships as a remediation activity). Interviewee perceptions about the efficacy of their schools’ programmes and the factors that influenced programme design and functioning are presented as themes.

RESULTS

We contacted 53 of the 62 potential subjects and interviewed 33. Four invitees declined or were ineligible: 2 did not respond, 1 declined, and 1 was excused when it was determined that the represented school’s comprehensive examination did not meet study criteria. The remaining 16 invitees indicated interest in participating but were not interviewed.
because thematic saturation was reached, meaning that no new themes were emerging from the data. The 33 participants, their schools and their comprehensive examinations are described in Table 1.

**Score verification**

Seven participants volunteered that their schools took steps to verify that low-scoring students actually performed poorly and needed remediation. Verification consisted of reviewing score reports and a video-recording of the student’s examination. The examination director typically performed this function, either alone or with a clinical skills examination oversight committee. Respondents described instances where scoring errors or flawed checklist design artificially lowered student scores:

‘We have at least 2 clinicians viewing the videotapes [of student–patient interactions] of those bottom 15% of scores, viewing the checklists, and trying to determine is there an issue here or was this an anomaly...’

**Remediation process**

Participants described a 3-step remediation process consisting of diagnosis, remedial activities, and re-testing (Fig. 1.) Not all 3 steps were included in every school’s remediation programme and participants used a variety of approaches to each step.

**Diagnosis.**

All participants described a diagnosis step, when score reports and often videos were reviewed to identify students’ specific skill deficits. The persons responsible for diagnosis were commonly the examination director (12 schools), a member of an examination or academic oversight committee (9), a dean (5) or other clinical faculty (7). One examination director described the diagnostic process:

‘With students who do poorly I watch most of the encounters. We have access to what the SP [the SP’s rating of the student’s performance]. I ask the students to note at the close of each encounter what they think their strengths were, and what they wish they had done differently, so we’ve got a contemporary reflection by the student about what went well and what went poorly.’

At 2 sites, the diagnostic process incorporated assessment data from other sources, such as clerkship evaluations, to allow for more comprehensive characterisation of deficits. Fourteen schools involved the student in identifying deficiencies, and at 7 schools the student did the initial diagnostic work by independently reviewing the scores and video and identifying areas of weakness. Two schools allowed students to review a recording of a gold-standard student performance on the same case. Usually, self-assessments were followed by sessions in which the same information was reviewed with a faculty member.

| Table 1 Participant characteristics |
|----------------------------------|---------|------|
|                                   | No.    | %    |
| Respondents                       |        |      |
| MDs                               | 24     | 73   |
| PhDs                              | 5      | 15   |
| Other                             | 4      | 12   |
| Examination director              | 22     | 67   |
| Dean (education, evaluation, curriculum) | 7 | 21   |
| Other educational role            | 4      | 12   |
| Schools                           |        |      |
| Private                           | 11     | 33   |
| Public                            | 22     | 67   |
| US geographic region (AAMC)       |        |      |
| Central                           | 7      | 21   |
| Northeast                         | 10     | 30   |
| Southern                          | 10     | 30   |
| Western                           | 6      | 18   |
| Examination characteristics       |        |      |
| Years in place                    |        |      |
| 1–3                               | 6      | 18   |
| 4–6                               | 9      | 27   |
| 7–10                              | 10     | 30   |
| 11–14                             | 5      | 15   |
| >14                               | 3      | 9    |
| Scoring                           |        |      |
| Checklist completed by SP         | 26     | 79   |
| Faculty checklist/global assessment| 7     | 21   |
| Grading                           |        |      |
| Normative (comparison to peers)   | 20     | 61   |
| Criterion referenced              | 7      | 21   |
| (comparison with pre-defined criteria) | 6 | 18   |
| Combined normative-criterion referenced |       |      |

AAMC = Association of American Medical Colleges; SP = standardised patient
Remedial activities varied widely, from reflection and goal setting in a student–faculty meeting to practice with standardised or actual patients. Most schools developed individualised remediation plans for each student, although 6 schools employed a uniform approach for all students or all students with...
certain types of deficits. The most common remediation strategies were individualised performance reviews, practice with SPs and preceptorships. These and other activities are outlined in Table 2.

**Individualised performance review**

A total of 29 participants conducted an optional or required performance review session, in which students met with the examination director or a designated faculty member to discuss examination results. Such sessions often combined diagnostic activity, where student and instructor explored reasons for the poor examination score, with some instructional activity aimed at improving student performance. Instructional activities included physical examination drills, practice with communication techniques, and tips on test-taking strategies. The performance review was usually the first step of the remediation process, although at 2 schools the session was the only required remedial activity. One participant explained:

The students have an appointment with me… and we go over their deficits and offer them further opportunities to work on them if they want. But in most instances, just being aware of what was going on helps the individual considerably.

Participants using this approach placed the responsibility for addressing deficits on the students, who might be advised to engage in self-directed remedial activities throughout Year 4. At 7 schools, faculty supplied students with written ‘learning prescriptions’ that included analysis of deficits and recommendations for change.

**Practice with SPs**

Fourteen schools employed optional or required practice with SPs, either in individual sessions, a formative clinical skills examination, small-group workshops, or even a month-long clinical skills clerkship. These experiences were structured as teaching sessions, with faculty preceptors or experienced SPs giving feedback. One participant described such an experience:

The student would see a SP case and then come out, then the faculty would go in with the student, and instead of writing a post-test, they were working on what’s going on in the room. It was really remarkable because the students changed their behaviour. They would build off what they were learning each time.’

**Clinical observation and feedback**

A total of 24 schools recommended or required participation in preceptorships or similar clinical observation and feedback experiences (Table 2). Remediation preceptors were typically selected because of their role in the curriculum, teaching expertise, or availability. The examination director, examination committee or a dean usually recruited the preceptors, although at one school the student was responsible for this task.

The amount of clinical time spent with the preceptor varied from a few sessions to enrolment in a month-long rotation. Sometimes a particular number of sessions was prescribed upfront, although it was equally common for the sessions to continue until the preceptor felt the student’s deficits had been resolved. Several participants acknowledged that their process was highly variable:

'we’ve been very loose. The faculty preceptor could say, “Okay, from this observation do you understand what you needed to do better?” “Yeah.” That ends that.’

Ten schools had policies allowing the examination director to modify failing students’ Year 4 schedules to accommodate assigned remediation preceptorships. One participant reflected:

‘We have remediated them through choices of fourth-year clerkships where we think that they’ll get more exposure to certain problems.’

Nine other schools folded remediation into scheduled clerkship or elective experiences:

‘They don’t have to give up elective time… most of the electives they have, they are able with normal patient contact to do a lot of these remediation steps. They incorporate it into what they’re already doing day in and day out.’

At schools using this approach, clerkship directors were notified about the student’s specific needs and were asked to provide opportunities for observation and focused feedback. At 7 schools, clerkship directors and preceptors were required to document observed encounters or report on student progress.

**Retesting**

A total of 24 schools re-tested students. The re-test requirement was based on the original examination
score or on a remediation preceptor’s discretion. The re-test was typically shorter than the original examination and commonly included 1–4 stations. At 3 schools the re-test consisted of an SP examination designed for another purpose, such as a formative examination for more junior students.

Several participants acknowledged that their re-test was easier than the original examination, and none stated that the re-test was more complex. Six schools employed faculty observers at the re-test to perform global assessments of competency and provide feedback to students during or immediately after the examination. At 4 schools the re-test was designed to assess the individual remediation student’s specific deficits. Eight participants whose schools did not offer a re-test reported that resources (time, money, space) precluded retesting.

**Consequences of failing the comprehensive assessment**

At 20 schools, students who failed the comprehensive assessment were required to pass a re-test to graduate. At 6 schools, participation in remediation alone was required for graduation. Five schools documented failing performances in the transcript or the dean’s medical school performance evaluation for residency. Four schools had no consequences for failing. Two of these offered a menu of optional remedial activities and the other 2, both small schools with strong advisory dean systems, perceived the examination as a formative experience. At these sites all students, not just those who failed, reviewed scores and created individualised learning plans based on examination results.

Six participants described increasing the stakes of the examination over time, whereby they moved from an optional to a required examination, and subsequently introduced requirements that students who failed the examination participate in remediation or pass a re-test as a condition of graduation. Some adopted a practice of documenting examination failure on the student’s transcript. Participants linked this escalation in the academic consequences of failing the examination to the school’s confidence in and experience with administering the assessment. As one participant described:

‘It has taken us a while to start having real confidence in the quality of our measures. If you don’t have confidence that your measures are reliable and valid, it makes it really hard to make a case for saying this student really needs to do a lot of extra work, or this student needs to be not cleared for graduation.’

**Strengths and weaknesses of the remediation process**

Participants frequently identified the amount and quality of faculty time dedicated to remediation as a major strength of the process. Interviewees perceived that students greatly appreciated the individual attention and detailed feedback they received during remediation. One participant explained that students reported ‘…how amazing this was for them’ and that ‘no-one before in their life had ever given them that kind of feedback so directly and so consistently’. As a rule, remediation faculty were described as dedicated, skilled teachers who utilised a positive, supportive approach.

Unfortunately, some schools had difficulty securing the faculty time needed to offer individual attention to remediation students. The challenge of finding remediation faculty and the intensity of the time commitment required of these individuals, who were often volunteers, were commonly cited weaknesses of the remediation process. One participant acknowledged that faculty availability influenced the scope of the remediation process:

‘There is a tension between wanting to be rigorous and wanting to go for the ideal, and then recognising that the clinical faculty have very little time. Because we’re asking them to do a favour, we’re trying to not make it really burdensome.’

Many participants confessed uncertainty about the rigour and efficacy of their remediation process. For some schools, the problem was administrative, as participants questioned whether the assigned remediation actually happened. For others, the challenge of standardising preceptorships and other clinical experiences was perceived as a weakness:

‘Much of the difficulty in clinical medicine is the students do not see the skills reinforced very well when they’re in a less controlled setting… sometimes what they see is good role modelling, and sometimes what they see is not.’

Participants raised concerns about lack of rigorous outcome data regarding both the re-test, which was often too short to yield reliable data, and post-remediation clinical performance. Participants lamented that they could not know what students would do in actual clinical settings after remediation had been completed.
‘Is the goal to help them pass the clinical skills exam or is the goal to turn out somebody that you think is going to consistently communicate well with patients?’

Schools that left the decision about whether and how to remediate deficits to the students viewed this strategy as a weakness:

‘The best that we do currently is to tell them to be sure when they do rotations to work on those specific skills and to be observed. We leave the ball in the student’s court, so it’s just not good enough. We need to have more of a programme.’

DISCUSSION

Our participants described a remediation process that included diagnosis of the learner deficits, remedial activities and re-testing (Fig. 1). Schools varied in the degree to which they emphasised each step, and some schools varied their approach to accommodate individual student deficits or preferences. This variety and flexibility typifies remedial education in other undergraduate and professional settings.10-12

Many participants cited individual faculty attention as a major strength of their remediation programmes, an observation that is consistent with literature showing that remedial education has the greatest impact on the learner when it is individualised, highly interactive and delivered in a meaningful context.13 Students’ motivation can be maximised by providing choice about some aspects of the remediation plan, as some of our participating schools did, and by creating realistic activities, as our participants did by incorporating standardised or actual patient experiences into their remediation programmes.13

Several participants admitted uncertainty about the efficacy of their schools’ remediation processes. Although a majority of participating schools re-tested failing students, most re-tests were easier than the original examinations. The absence of robust re-test examinations may reflect decisions to allocate limited resources to instructional activities that would benefit more students, or to rely on licensing examinations to determine competency. Some participants, even those with required re-tests, remained uncertain of how remediation students would perform in actual student-patient interactions.

Some participants described a pre-remediation verification step that uncovered errors in case design or scoring. Need for verification could be obviated with improvements in checklist design and adoption of techniques that increase scoring reliability.14 However, the often high-stakes nature of the clinical skills assessment justifies devoting effort to assuring scoring accuracy. Our findings suggest that, particularly with recently developed examinations, the verification process improved examination design and enhanced student and faculty confidence in examination results. Further research exploring curriculum deans’ perspectives about the validity of examination scores compared with other performance measures should be undertaken.

This study has limitations. Interviewees’ perceptions might differ from those of other educators at their institutions, and we did not obtain student perspectives. Only 27% of US medical schools were represented in our sample, so our findings may not generalise to all medical schools. However, SP assessments are used widely and internationally, and the challenges of ensuring competence15,16 and enhancing performance17,18 are not unique to US medical schools. Our proposed framework for remediation would be applicable across clinical skills testing settings within and outside the USA. Further, our sample size was large for a qualitative study, and we reached saturation within our sample.

Given the wide variation in approaches to remediation, and our participants’ uncertainty regarding the efficacy of their techniques, additional research is needed to determine the effectiveness of different remediation strategies in improving clinical performance longitudinally, and to obtain students’ perspectives on different remediation activities. Future research could also determine which strategies are most effective for specific skill deficits, and how different approaches can be adapted to address individual student needs. Insights gained from such inquiries would go a long way toward ensuring that all trainees develop into successful clinicians.
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APPENDIX: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Please describe your school’s Clinical Skills Assessment Examination.

• Number of stations
• Length of each station
• Timing in the curriculum

What is your role in your school’s Clinical Skills Assessment Examination?

• How long have you been in this role?
• What percentage of your time do you spend on the programme?

How do you score the examination?

• Method of scoring
• Method of determining pass/fail: normative/criterion referenced
• Implications of failing examination: what do students need to do to meet the requirement?

How is the school’s remediation process structured?

• Which students receive remediation?
• Which faculty members administer the remediation? How are they selected?
• When does the remediation occur?
• In what format?
• Is retesting required?

How successful is the remediation process?

• Does performance improve after remediation?
• Do you have any student feedback?

• Do students find it helpful? Why or why not.

• How confident are you in the process your school employs?

• What are the strengths and weaknesses of your current process?

What are your school’s future plans for remediation?

• How could the remediation process be improved?